
THE COURSE OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF ALTERNATIVE ENERGY

TECHNOLOGY TO FOSSIL FUELS

Energy and Earth: Fossil Fuels, Alternative, and Renewable Energy This course is part of the Introduction to
Environmental Science open course series. science and engineering have helped advance more sustainable energy
technologies. Soil, Water, and Air Â· Life on Earth: Biomes, Climates, Ecology, and Evolution.

It does not take away or directly conflict with the food supply because it is produced from wood, grasses, or
non-edible parts of plants. However, the opportunities are also great in some rapidly industrializing
economies. United Nations Development Programme  As in the reduction or removal of subsidies, any effort
to internalize externalities must deal with the conflicting desires to raise prices for many conventional forms of
energy and to expand access for the poor. Cost of Electricity Power purchase agreement. It is possible that a
properly sized cogeneration system could cost-effectively meet the base loads while additional heat and
electricity would be obtained at lower cost from conventional sources. This became increasingly common in
the United States in the s. The term biofuel generally refers to a fuel derived from plant material biomass that
can be used in lieu of conventional fossil fuels. To get access to higher wind speeds, generators should be
positioned well above nearby buildings. These comparisons are, of course, based on narrow criteria of strict
cash flow and ignore such other advantages as environmental benefits, which renewable technologies can
confer G8 RETF, , p. The expense associated with each phase of resource development has a direct impact on
the cost-effectiveness of the electricity produced. Second, fossil fuel subsidies make it more difficult for
energy efficiency and cleaner sources of energy to compete. This is more likely to be practicable for electricity
than for portable fuels like petrol or kerosene. Various programs have been instituted to distribute improved
cook stoves to poor households in rural areas. Reliance on imported fuels may be eliminated and balances of
payment problems thereby reduced. Each technology may use different terms for these three stages, but the
concepts are similar. Yet, stark inequalities persist throughout the world in the access to modern energy
services. An accurate knowledge of load patternsâ€”both thermal and electricâ€”is key in designing a good
cogeneration system. Note that this figure includes only basic electricity needs. In effect, the construction of a
renewable energy project provides future generations a low cost, energy facility that produces power with little
or no environmental degradation. China, for example, consumes nine times as much energy per dollar of GDP
as does Japan. Inverters are usually shorter-lived; these warrantees are typically 5â€”10 years. It is
characterized by a proliferation of end-use technologies that rely on a diversity of fuels to generate electricity.
It is usually much easier and more cost-effective to create a high level of efficiency at the outset than to
improve efficiency later. The extraction of commercial fuels like coal and oil is often highly damaging to local
ecosystems and becomes an immediate cause of land and water pollution. None are easy to implement. In this
context, alternative energy refers to energy not derived from traditional fossil fuel sources coal, natural gas,
petroleum through conventional processes. The ratio is between  Renewable energy facilities generally have a
very modest impact on their surrounding environment. In general, such improvements as the ability to
cost-effectively convert ligno-cellulosic feedstocks to ethanol would also greatly enhance the net
environmental benefits and greenhouse gas reductions achieved by switching from conventional fuels to
biofuels. Raising energy prices is almost always very unpopular with business leaders and the public. With
growing demand for biomass, there may be pressure to harvest resources in less sustainable ways. Because
there can be wide variations in wind speed over small distances, best practices often call for monitoring wind
resources at a site or several potential sites for a year or more. For example, government efforts to promote
energy efficiency can be undercut by subsidies that tend to promote increased consumption. This general point
applies whether government seeks to internalize externalities by a tax or by environmental regulation. The
manufacturing process is well understood and quite environmentally benign. PVs are one of the most reliable
renewable energy technologies, and building integration can be straightforward.


